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The Hon David Littleproud
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Natural Disaster and Emergency Management
PO Box 6022
Parliament House
CANBERRA ACT 2600

Dear Minister

Accreditation of the proposed Condamine-Balonne Water Resource Plan
I am writing to give you the proposed Condamine-Balonne Water Resource Plan ('proposed WRP')
submitted by Queensland on 24 April 2019 (Attachment A) and the Murray-Darling Basin Authority's
recommendation on accreditation of the proposed WRP (Attachment B) in accordance with section
63(3)(c) of the Water Act 2007 (Cth) ('the Act').
I have also provided:
1.

a detailed assessment report (Attachment C), including the Authority's reasoning; and

2.

a copy of the advice the Authority sought from the Northern Basin Aboriginal Nations (NBAN)
on whether the proposed WRP is consistent with the requirements regarding Indigenous
values and uses in Part 14 of Chapter 10 of the Basin Plan (Cth) ('Basin Plan') (Attachment D).

The Authority has undertaken its assessment of the proposed WRP and recommends you accredit
this proposed WRP.
Officers from the MDBA have worked closely with the Queensland government to prepare the plan
for accreditation. I would also like to acknowledge the genuine and effective consultation between
the Queensland government and NBAN in relation to the WRP.
I understand the Commonwealth Department of Agriculture will be advising you on making your
accreditation decision in relation to the proposed WRP in accordance with the Act.
We have undertaken a comprehensive assessment and while we consider the proposed WRP meets
requirements for accreditation we have identified the following key implementation issues and risks
which will require ongoing monitoring and review.
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Floodplain harvesting
The work undertaken by the Authority and Queensland in developing the Murray-Darling Basin
Compliance Compact, and the assessment of risk in the proposed WRP, identified a number of issues
relating to floodplain harvesting, which require ongoing improvement.
The Authority notes that Queensland is carrying out a state-wide project to determine fit-for-purpose
methods and timing for measuring all forms of taking overland flow water-which includes all take
by floodplain harvesting. Suitable methods for measuring floodplain harvesting in the Upper
Condamine will be informed by this project. The results of this state-wide project are expected to be
incorporated in Queensland's 5-year review of the Condamine Balonne Water Plan (2019) in 2024.
This issue is discussed further in the Condamine-Balonne Assessment Report, "Key Issues,"
paragraphs 21-29.
Revised Baseline Diversion Limit estimates
In considering the proposed WRP, the Authority notes that the proposed WRP is based on revised
estimates of the Baseline Diversion Limits (BDLs) for the surface water resources of the CondamineBalonne Sustainable Diversion Limit Resource Unit (SS26) from 978 GL to 1019 GL per year. The
revised estimates are due to improvements to methods and modelling used to estimate the BDLs for
two forms of take, take from a watercourse, and take by floodplain harvesting. The Authority is
satisfied that the updated BDL estimates are based on the best available information and reflect the
level of development that is set out in the description in Item 4 in Column 2 of Schedule 3 of the
Basin Plan. This issue is discussed further in the Condamine-Balonne Assessment Report, "Key
Issues," paragraphs 30 - 37.
Northern Basin toolkit measure to protect environmental flows
The Northern Basin toolkit includes a measure to strengthen the efficient and effective delivery of
environmental flows across the northern Basin. As part of the Northern Basin Review completed in
November 2016, the Authority recommended that up to 10 GL per year of water could be recovered
upstream of Beardmore dam, on the basis that Queensland implement improved protection for this
recovered water. The Authority notes that Queensland has now implemented the rules based
changes relating to this measure and incorporated them in the proposed WRP. Whilst not affecting
WRP accreditation, the Authority also notes that the Commonwealth still needs to purchase around
14 GL of water to bridge the remaining recovery gap. This issue is discussed further in the
Condamine-Balonne Assessment Report, "Key Issues," paragraphs 44 - 51.
Consistency with the long-term watering plan
The Authority is satisfied that the Long Term Watering Plan (LTWP) supports the relevant
requirements for WRP accreditation. However, the MDBA has written to Queensland requesting
officials work together to better align the (LTWP) with the Environmental Watering Plan (EWP,
Chapter 8 Basin Plan). The suggested additional work on the LTWP does not impact on accreditation
and can commence once the WRP has been accredited and resources can be deployed. This issue is
discussed further in the Condamine-Balonne Assessment Report, "Key Issues," paragraphs 57 -59.
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Implementation of the proposed WRP, including effective compliance arrangements, is of keen
interest to the Authority. As highlighted in the Authority's Murray-Darling Basin Compliance
Compact Interim Assurance Report 2018, we have ongoing concerns regarding Queensland's
implementation of commitments to improve compliance and transparency. Accreditation of the
proposed WRP would provide another mechanism through which the Authority can progress these
commitments with Queensland.
In view of the significance of these issues, we would encourage you to raise them with the
Queensland water minister should you accept our recommendation to accredit the proposed WRP.
The Authority looks forward to achieving an important milestone in the implementation of the Basin
Plan with you, through your consideration of this proposed WRP.
If you have any questions or require further information about this WRP accreditation package,
please contact Dr Marcus Finn, A/g General Manager, Water Resource Plans Branch
(marcus.finn@mdba.gov.au or 02 6279 0634) or Dr Peta Derham, A/g Executive Director, Water
Resource Planning and Accounting Division (peta.derham@mdba.gov.au or 02 6279 0633).
Yours sincerely

Phillip Glyde
j)

June 2019
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